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These are all of my former patients who have kindly consented for me to use their images for patient education and teaching purposes, so please treat them appropriately.

All images are taken at 4-6 months to show early post op results and so that patients get a true representation of what the shape and particularly the scars will look like.

As you go through these series of images you will note such variation in pre op anatomy and post op results. This is normal and what makes us all so very individual!

Kind regards

Mr Garrick Georgeu
MB ChB, MSc, FRCS (PLAS)
MINOR BREAST WORK
INVERTED NIPPLE CORRECTION

47yr women with right inverted nipple correction under local anaesthetic
28yr old who underwent inverted nipple correction under local anaesthetic.
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BILAT INVERTED NIPPLE CORRECTION

32yr old mother or 2 who underwent a “mummy makeover” in the form of a Mastopexy/augmentation and a simultaneous tummy tuck. Pictures taken at 6 months post op.
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INVERTED NIPPLE CORRECTION

46yr old with correction of inverted nipples
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INVERTED NIPPLE CORRECTION

42yr old mother of one with inverted nipple correction.
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INVERTED NIPPLE CORRECTION

25yr old with inverted nipple correction
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INVERTED NIPPLE CORRECTION

33yr old mother who underwent inverted nipple correction.
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CONGENITAL NIPPLE ABNORMALITY CORRECTION
Difficult Bilateral bifid nipple correction performed under local anaesthetic.
Areolar reduction performed under local anaesthetic as a day case operation. Post op image taken early and expect scars to fade nicely with time.
39yr old with breast asymmetry and previous breast surgery. Areolar reduction performed under local anesthetic with a deep permanent suture to hold the areolar size. Post op pictures taken at 4months the scars still a bit red, but expect to settle with time. Note at this stage irregularity around edge of areolar is expected due to the gathering of tissues, which will reduce in time.
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